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Hello and welcome to the Atranslationace.com Radio Blog.
I’m Professor Winn – a certified English instructor, and certified translator from Spanish,
Portuguese, and French to English for more than 10 years.
So, I teach English and translate most of my days.
I decided to begin the new year with a new enhancement for my blog – Atranslationace.com.
To read today’s blog article, visit: atranslationace.com/ep001.
For the show notes, download the file at: https://atranslationace.com/ep001a.
An audio blog article will accompany each new blog post.
As I teacher, I know you can learn by reading a text, or listening to audio, or watching a video.
Plus, an audio blog is another way to spread my ideas to a wider audience.
I hope you find the world of translation as exciting as I do.
To take another language and bring its meaning and significance into the English-speaking
world is such a joy.
Also, every Tuesday, given my specialization in translations from Spanish to English, a
Spanish Legal and Business term will be featured on Atranslationace.com.
So, a lawyer or business person or anyone interested in expanding their vocabulary, including
in Spanish, should tune in.
These are the very terms a certified translator of Spanish legal and business documents sees
in projects.
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Back to Atranslationace.com blog, expect the type of articles that follow each week to
interest individuals who need to communicate their ideas in English to the world via
translation.
And you’ll learn more about how translation can help your business grow – attract more
clients and become a thought leader in your given industry.
For the next few weeks, you are in for a treat – two audio blog episodes – one new post and
the audio for a previous post – to enjoy.
You’ll be able to listen to a mix of previous blog posts with new posts.
Starting today and Wednesday, the new audio blog posts begin.
I value your feedback to help the Atranslationace Radio podcast to grow.
Please visit my Facebook page at facebook.com/Atranslationace.
Now, get ready to learn more about how translation not only opens your mind to new
experiences and challenges, but helps you communicate your message in English to the
world.
I’m Professor Winn. Thanks for joining me today.
Enjoy A Translation Ace Radio!
p.s. Get your Spanish, Portuguese, and French to English translations for your personal,
business or legal documents.
Send your documents and details of your translation project.
Visit:
https://atranslationace.com/contact
I will reply with a free quote upon evaluation of your project!

Professor Winn
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